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PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**NEW SERIES** 
 

Tiny Luxury 
Network Premiere Monday, March 4 at 7/6c 
TV-G 
TINY LUXURY follows husband and wife tiny home builder duo, Tyson and Michelle Spiess. Together with 
Michelle's two brothers and their wives they run the country's top high-end tiny home-building company. 
They make luxurious custom homes that can all hit the highway so their clients can live however they want, 
wherever they want. In each episode we'll see a tiny home built from start to finish as this team works to fit 
every single client wish item into a space suited to travel anywhere. 

• Tiny Home on the Ranch premieres Monday, March 4 at 7/6c 
A California farming family expands their ranch with a tiny home for their son. 

• Theater-Inspired Tiny Home premieres Monday, March 4 at 7:30/6:30c 
A San Diego family downsizes into a tiny home that sleeps six. 

• Tudor-Style Tiny Home premieres Monday, March 4 at 8/7c 
A woman dreams of downsizing from her current home to a fantasy and Renaissance-inspired tiny 
home she can use to travel the California coast. Tyson and his crew work to bring the Tudor-style to 
life with cross-timbered siding and a spiral staircase, while Michelle and the designers focus on 
accenting the client's whimsical tastes. 

• Tiny Home and Doughnut Shop premieres Monday, March 4 at 8:30/7:30c 
Kentucky entrepreneurs dream of taking their doughnut business on the road in a tiny home with a 
service-ready, commercial kitchen. The Tiny Heirloom build team works to maximize space for both 
big kitchen appliances and a separate living area for each of their boys. Michelle brings the girls' 
modern farmhouse style to life with rustic touches and wood finishes. 

• Tiny Traveling Dream Home premieres Monday, March 11 at 7/6c 
A Seattle couple dreams of downsizing to a spacious tiny home with their twin toddlers. The team 
takes tiny to whole new level by maximizing a play area and replicating the family's cozy, rustic 
style. 

• Tiny Home of Zen premieres Monday, March 11 at 7:30/6:30c 
A couple in Agoura Hills, California, wants to expand their property with a tiny home for their two 
children. The team has their work cut out for them as they incorporate zen living into a multi-
functional space that both siblings will love. 

• Tiny Replica Home premieres Monday, March 11 at 8/7c 
In Medford, Oregon, Karin dreams of building a portable tiny home identical to her current house 
for her and her granddaughter, Hale, to travel the country in and visit friends and family. Tyson and 
the guys get to work building a tiny home replica that includes a full-size baker's kitchen and a 
custom-built wine rack, while Michelle and her design team bring Karin's cozy beach cottage to life 
with coastal vibe materials. 

• Tiny Craftsman Home premieres Monday, March 11 at 8:30/7:30c 
A Bay Area couple dreams of the flexibility and financial freedom of downsizing to a 220-square-
foot tiny home. The team builds one of their most ambitious tiny homes to date which includes 
automated staircases and a 160-square-foot rooftop deck. The couple also wants to connect with 
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nature, so Michelle and the design team incorporate wood elements and live plants into the home. 

• Tiny Home, Big Outdoors premieres Monday, March 18 at 7/6c 
A Washington nature enthusiast dreams of a simpler life in the great outdoors and decides to 
downsize to a 240-square-foot tiny home. Tyson and the team work to maximize floor space while 
Michelle brings the outdoors inside by adding natural accents. 

• Live/Work Tiny Home premieres Monday, March 18 at 7:30/6:30c 
A Miami couple dreams of working from home while traveling in their eco-friendly tiny home. 

• Tiny Traveling Farmhouse premieres Monday, March 18 at 8/7c 
An Alabama father of two maximizes the fun and entertainment in his farmhouse-inspired tiny 
home. 

• Tiny Home and Garden premieres Monday, March 18 at 8:30/7:30c 
A Washington, DC couple builds a modern and toddler-friendly tiny house on Chesapeake Bay. 

• Rustic Tiny Home premieres Monday, March 25 at 7/6c 
An Oregon entrepreneur builds a rustic and whimsical tiny home where she can grow her business. 

• Tiny Home on the Coast premieres Monday, March 25 at 7:30/6:30c 
An Oregon professor and his daughter dream of downsizing to a minimalist tiny home for their land 
on the Pacific Northwest coast. Tyson and the build team work on maximizing space with hidden 
storage compartments, while Michelle orders a unique Japanese-style soaking tub and fills the 
home with live plants and carefully placed pops of color. 

• Tiny House, Big Kitchen premieres Monday, March 25 at 8/7c 
A family of five builds a modern European tiny home with a supersized kitchen and kids' playroom. 

• Beachy Bohemian Tiny Home premieres Monday, March 25 at 8:30/7:30c 
A Cleveland, Ohio, couple dreams of traveling the country with their two young boys in their own 
Bohemian tiny home. They turn to Tiny Heirloom to build a beach-inspired home with a dedicated 
schoolwork area and colorful, fun accents. 

 

Tiny House, Big Living 
Network Premiere Monday, March 4 at 9/8c 
TV-G 
Couples learn what it really means to downsize when they take the plunge into the tiny house real estate 
market. At an average size of only 180-square-feet, watch as clients meet with their builders, or decide to 
build these tiny homes all by themselves, and follow along through the construction process until the house is 
complete. 

• Tiny Alaskan Cabin on Ice premieres Monday, March 4 at 9/8c 
Husband-and-wife carpenter team Ana and Jacob White are building a tiny lakefront cabin in Alaska 
to take advantage of the gorgeous view of Mount Hayes. The vacation home will sleep up to six and 
offers lots of multi-functionality, such as attached desks that double as a dining table and a 
bookshelf that hides a ladder to the children's loft. The Whites are used to building in Alaska's 
harsh weather, but the warm winter has sped up their timeline, since they must tow the tiny cabin 
across the frozen lake before the ice melts. 

• Expressive Tiny Art House premieres Monday, March 4 at 9:30/8:30c 
Margaret is a young artist who wants to create the ultimate expression of herself in a tiny house. 
She gets help from her mother and grandmother, who assist Margaret in bringing her artistic vision 
to life. The original design features a piano-shaped couch, a round door and a wine barrel bathtub. 

• Tiny Bayou School Bus premieres Monday, March 4 at 10/9c 
The Morris family of Venice, Louisiana, works together to convert an old school bus into a tiny 
home for their 21-year-old son, Avery. The young outdoorsman wants to create the ultimate man 
cave while incorporating the culture of the Bayou. His tiny bus will feature a fish-cleaning table, a 
cypress wood bar with hidden storage and an indoor hammock for enjoying the southern breezes. 

• Tiny Work Haven premieres Monday, March 4 at 10:30/9:30c 
Maryam and her husband Vladimir want to leave their stressful lives in New York and build a tiny 
house that lets them live life on their own terms. These DIYers are learning as they go, building an 
idyllic 130-square-foot home that doubles as a mobile office paradise. Their home features an 
inviting workspace with a massive window, a loft hammock and a hanging garden with air-filtering 
plants. 

• Tiny Tilting Tower House premieres Monday, March 11 at 9/8c 
North Dakota builder Jim Nelson lives for a challenge, so he and his team are building a game-
changing two-story tiny house that they can tilt from horizontal to vertical. Key features in this snug 
140-square-foot engineering feat include a front patio, furniture that can be locked down when the 
house tilts and an observation deck with panoramic views. 

• Tanner Family Tiny House premieres Monday, March 11 at 9:30/8:30c 
Matthew and Meghan Tanner are growing their family but downsizing their house. They've 
contracted a tiny house builder to create the shell of their 220-square-foot home, while they plan 



 

to complete most of the unique interior. Key features include double lofts separated by a catwalk, a 
floating baby carrier, a couch that transforms into a dining room and a custom family-size walk-in 
closet. 

• Tiny, Techy, Tricked-Out House premieres Monday, March 11 at 10/9c 
Design-obsessed couple Zane and Katherine have already constructed one home together and are 
now ready to try building 'tinies' as a business. Firm believers in 'walking the walk,' they plan to live 
in their tiny house to test it out before they build more. Zane and Katherine's tiny house design will 
be efficient and precise thanks to computer-controlled construction equipment like CNC machines, 
plasma cutters and 3D printers. 

• Lilly’s Tiny Circus Home premieres Monday, March 11 at 10:30/9:30c 
Traveling circus performer Lilly has been couch surfing for three years and has decided a tiny 
house-on-wheels is the perfect solution for her nomadic lifestyle. She's designed the 130-square-
foot layout that she, her dad and circus friends will help build. Original features include a hidden 
storage compartment for her heavy circus equipment, a sunken bathtub to soak in after 
performances, and a specially-designed staircase that allows her pets to maneuver freely from loft 
to living room. 

• Nashville’s Innovative Tiny House premieres Monday, March 18 at 9/8c 
Tiny house enthusiast David wants his home to succeed where other wee homes fail. His one-of-a-
kind design features a garage door on one side, a jacuzzi and a fold-out deck on the other 
permitting fresh air to flow right through. David and girlfriend Peggie-Sue love to host dinner 
parties and this tricked-out house is the perfect solution. 

• Young Craftsman’s Tiny House premieres Monday, March 18 at 9:30/8:30c 
Young craftsman Tanner is ready to move out of his parents' home, so he enlists his grandfather 
and dad to help build a tiny house. Tanner's unconventional design clashes with his dad's extensive 
building sense, but the experience becomes a learning process for both. The distinctive design 
features a unique roofline and a hidden door to a sleek European-style bathroom. They also add 
special touches by upcycling old family items into new pieces, so the house reflects three 
generations of builders. 

• Tiny House, Big Storage premieres Monday, March 18 at 10/9c 
Jesse and Michelle Harris are ready to become homeowners but are unsure where the future will 
take them. A tiny house-on-wheels is the perfect answer -- as long as they can figure out how to 
pack enough storage inside for their botany experiments, books and supplies. Builder John Stone 
takes the challenge and squeezes storage in every nook and cranny of their tiny abode. Every room 
in this "tiny" is jam-packed with surprising space! 

• Tiny Bus Workshop premieres Monday, March 18 at 10:30/9:30c 
Sarah is an artisan and world traveler who wants more than the 9-5 lifestyle, so she plans to hit the 
road making hats while living and working out of a converted school bus. She hires friend and 
expert bus converter Charles and carpenter Ben to help make her dream a reality. 

• Erik and Sarah’s Expedition Tiny House premieres Monday, March 25 at 9/8c 
Outdoor adventurers Erik and Sarah spend half the year guiding arctic expeditions and the other 
half chasing their other adrenaline fixes: skiing, kayaking, surfing and more. Traditional housing has 
proven cumbersome for their nomadic lifestyle, so they're ready to go tiny. With the help of builder 
and friend Rob Sickler, Erik and Sarah are building their very own expedition tiny house-on-wheels. 
Their 230-square-foot design includes a bicycle generator for off-the-grid power, a climbing wall to 
get to the second loft, plenty of storage for all of their adventure gear and outdoor adventure 
accents throughout! 

• Young Couple Builds Dream Tiny Island Home premieres Monday, March 25 at 9:30/8:30c 
Shaun and Ally's busy work schedules are perfectly suited for the low maintenance lifestyle of tiny 
living. Their family and their Virgin Island community step up to help the young couple complete 
their dream home perfectly situated on a hillside overlooking Coral Bay. 

• Jenny and Nathan’s Hawaiian Tiny House premieres Monday, March 25 at 10/9c 
Nathan and Jenny are turning their passion for building yurts into a dream tiny home for 
themselves. The 314-square-foot abode is situated above the cliffs of the North Shore and features 
a one-of-a-kind aquaponics system that will provide the couple with fresh vegetables and herbs.  

• Mark and Jen’s Tiny Surf House premieres Monday, March 25 at 10:30/9:30c 
Mark and Jen want a house that is perfect for their outdoorsy lifestyle. The answer: a tiny house 
near the surf where they can paddleboard to the Gulf and soak in the sun! They've hired builder 
Kelly Coyle to build a 224-square foot tiny abode that can sustain hurricane winds and provide a 
multi-functional setting. 

  

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 



 

Cooks vs. Cons 
Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
Geoffrey Zakarian hosts the next generation of cooking competition, a battle which asks the ultimate question: 
could a talented home cook beat a pro, or does a true professional have skills that no amateur could match? 
With a level playing field, and no one knowing which cook is which, only a blind taste test will prove who has 
the best dish. At the end of two rounds, the cook or con that is victorious will take home a $10,000 prize. 

• Burger Battle premieres Tuesday, March 5 at 7/6c 
Professional chefs and home cooks compete for cash in this high-stakes burger battle, as judges 
Graham Elliot and Daphne Oz try to separate the pros from the amateurs. 

• Cookie Crumble premieres Tuesday, March 5 at 8/7c 
The cooks and cons try not to crumble during one of the most difficult challenges yet: incorporating 
cookies into a classic meat and potatoes dish! 

• Taco Takedown premieres Tuesday, March 5 at 9/8c 
Two professional chefs compete against two home cooks for a cash prize, and in round one, the 
competitors create their best tacos using the surprise ingredient of soda. 

• Meatball Mayham premieres Tuesday, March 5 at 10/9c 
Thousands of dollars are on the line as judges Kardea Brown and Graham Elliot try to discern the 
cooks from the cons as they incorporate flavors from the Caribbean to Kentucky in a world-class 
meatball showdown. 

• Mac ‘n’ Cheese Meltdown premieres Tuesday, March 12 at 7/6c 
Judges Graham Elliot and Daphne Oz are out to spot the mac 'n' cheese that separates the pros 
from the home cooks in this latest battle. Who will claim victory? Can an amateur really out-cook a 
professional? 

• Candy Clash premieres Tuesday, March 12 at 8/7c 
Professional chefs and amateur cooks are challenged to show off their skills by preparing a pasta 
dish with the surprise ingredient of corn. Then, the competitors aren't too sweet on the notion of 
incorporating the surprise ingredient of candy into their second-round entrees. Judges Graham 
Elliot and Daphne Oz must figure out who's a pro and who's just faking it! 

• Doughnut Derby premieres Tuesday, March 12 at 9/8c 
Heavyweight chefs battle it out with amateur cooks for a big cash prize as judges Scott Conant and 
Daphne Oz attempt to separate the cooks from the cons! The lasagna challenge is layered with 
twists, as contestants must incorporate the surprise ingredient: condiments. Then, round two 
keeps rolling as the surprise ingredient doughnuts has the remaining cooks colliding between sweet 
and savory. 

• Surf and Turf Showdown premieres Tuesday, March 12 at 10/9c 
Professional chefs and home cooks compete through a sticky situation, when the surf and turf 
challenge must utilize syrup as the surprise ingredient. Then, will the amateurs crumble in round 
two trying to work chips into a winning dish? Judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Daphne Oz attempt to 
sift out the chefs from the pretenders! 

• Beer Bedlam premieres Tuesday, March 19 at 7/6c 
Delicious ideas are brewing during the clash of the sandwiches, as professional and amateur cooks 
must utilize beer in their handheld masterpieces. Then, in round two, the surprise ingredient of 
muffins challenges the contestants to avoid a crummy result. It's up to judges Marc Murphy and 
Daphne Oz to determine who's a pro and who's an average Joe! 

• Pancake Pandemonium premieres Tuesday, March 19 at 8/7c 
The playing field is flattened during the pancake challenge, as pros and amateurs alike must decide 
how to incorporate onions into their dishes. Judges Scott Conant and Alex Guarnaschelli are tasked 
with awarding the prize to the tastiest creation, despite the surprise ingredient of grapes that will 
leave one contestant feeling sweet and others sour. 

• Chicken Wingin’ It! premieres Tuesday, March 19 at 9/8c 
While judges Richard Blais and Daphne Oz attempt to suss out the pros and amateurs, things get 
twisted as the competitors are challenged to incorporate pretzels into their chicken wing dishes. 
The second round gets even fresher when the remaining competitors fight for the ultimate prize by 
working with mint. 

• Shrimp and Grits Gridiron premieres Tuesday, March 19 at 10/9c 
Judges Richard Blais and Daphne Oz know their shrimp and grits, but do they know how to tell a 
cook from a con? Working chefs and home cooks hide their identity as bacon makes a glorious 
appearance in the first round. In round two, the remaining contestants put their skills to the test in 
the battle of the cherries. The taste of defeat may be tart, but the winner gets a huge cash prize 
with a cherry on top! 

• Pie Fight premieres Tuesday, March 26 at 7/6c 
It's Sloppy Joe day in the kitchen, and the pros and amateurs must use pies as the surprise 



 

ingredient. Some cooks get crusty, but for others, the path to the cash prize is as easy as pie! 
Judges Josh Capon and Daphne Oz share cooking ghost stories in the second round when the 
remaining cooks must utilize campfire treats in their dishes. 

• Chowder Chowdown premieres Tuesday, March 26 at 8/7c 
A hearty challenge is set for the pros and amateurs when chowder must be prepared with carnival 
treats. The waft of the fairgrounds intoxicates some, but one cook falls into a deep-fried funk! 
Then, will judges Richard Blais and Monti Carlo undress the cons in the second round as they try to 
use the surprise ingredient of salad dressing? 

• Crab Cake Crazy premieres Tuesday, March 26 at 9/8c 
Judges Richard Blais and Marcus Samuelsson are put to the test determining whose crab cakes are 
the best between cooks and cons. When frozen vegetables must be used to create a winning dish, 
will it be a piece of cake for the working chefs or will the amateurs have the advantage? Then, it's a 
booze cruise to the finish, as the secret ingredient of cocktails keeps the judges drunk with power. 

• Pizza Pizzazz premieres Tuesday, March 26 at 10/9c 
Judges Anne Burrell and Alex Guarnaschelli try to avoid a carb overload as the cooks deconstruct 
pizza to accent their Parmesan-inspired dishes. Then, the pros try to separate themselves from the 
home cooks as they create masterpieces from deli food. 

 

Chopped Junior 
Series Airs Fridays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
Hosted by Ted Allen, CHOPPED JUNIOR showcases the talents of girls and boys seeking to make unforgettable 
meals from mystery ingredients over three rounds – appetizer, entree, and dessert – with a limited amount of 
time. One-by-one, the junior chef that is not up to par will be eliminated, with the last one remaining crowned 
Chopped Junior Champion and winning the $10,000 prize.  

• Rescue Mission! premieres Friday, March 1 at 7/6c 
The young cooks tackle baskets of leftover and often-wasted food, starting with cheese rinds and 
takeout leftovers in the appetizer round. Then, they find some unwanted produce that must be 
worked into an entree. For dessert, the finalists find creative uses for forgotten fruit and baking 
leftovers to win over judges Amanda Freitag, Sam Kass and Marc Murphy. 

• Dinner Is Served premieres Friday, March 1 at 8/7c 
The junior chefs get to cook three meals -- breakfast, lunch, and dinner -- for the judges, actor J.B. 
Smoove and chefs Alex Guarnaschelli and Geoffrey Zakarian. In round one, the basket contains 
Middle Eastern pancakes and special cotton candy. For lunch, they have to try their hand with 
frozen fast food and raw burgers. Then, the finalists must make dinner with a tender cut of lamb 
and an Arabic dessert. 

• Let’s Taco ‘Bout It premieres Friday, March 1 at 9/8c 
The junior chefs must integrate the mystery basket ingredients into taco-inspired dishes, starting 
with pork and tropical flavors in the appetizer basket. A prickly plant must find its way onto the 
plates for the entree, then a cake in the third basket contains a sweet surprise! Chef Scott Conant, 
Food Network Star finalist Martita Jara and actress Kym Whitley serve as judges. 

• Sibling Showdown premieres Friday, March 8 at 7/6c 
Chefs and brothers Bryan and Michael Voltaggio join Marcus Samuelsson on the judging panel for a 
family feud! Two sets of siblings compete individually for $10,000, and must pair pancetta and 
pasta in the first round. Some adorable food animals must make their way into entrees, then a 
dessert tower excites the finalists in the last round. 

• Tropical Vibes premieres Friday, March 8 at 8/7c 
Caribbean flavors rule in this tropical competition, presided over by judges Scott Conant, Amanda 
Freitag and musician Ziggy Marley. The competitors come out strong in the appetizer round when 
they must cook with a classic Caribbean spice blend. Then, the junior chefs must pair fish with fruit 
in the entree round. The two finalists open the dessert basket to find a green fruit and citrus 
cookies. 

• Grillin’ and Chillin’ premieres Friday, March 8 at 9/8c 
In this grilling competition judged by singer Jessie James Decker, food writer Jed Portman and chef 
Geoffrey Zakarian, a new batch of precocious junior chefs must use a classic cornmeal dish in the 
appetizer round. The grill pans continue to get a workout in round two, where the kids must 
combine a marshmallow treat with white barbecue sauce. Then, the dessert round delights the 
finalists when they find a magnificent cake in the basket! 

• Fast Food Face-Off premieres Friday, March 15 at 7/6c 
With a healthy fast food theme in effect, a new group of kid cooks must make appetizers using a 
popular condiment and seafood. 

• Farm Fun premieres Friday, March 15 at 8/7c 
A new batch of junior chefs get to work with farm-fresh ingredients, starting with pork and blue 



 

cheese in the appetizer round. 

• Kids with Chops premieres Friday, March 15 at 9/8c 
The junior chefs come out strong in the appetizer round, when they are tasked with pairing a baby 
vegetable with pickled fruit. 

• Play Nice with Spice premieres Friday, March 22 at 7/6c 
The heat is on in this spicy competition, judged by YouTube personality Tyler Oakley and chefs 
Ching-He Huang and Geoffrey Zakarian. 

• Cookin’ for a Cookout premieres Friday, March 22 at 8/7c 
In this competition packed with backyard barbecue ingredients, the judges -- actress and singer 
Jana Kramer and chefs Marc Murphy and Geoffrey Zakarian -- are on the lookout for a Chopped 
cookout champion! 

• Stick with It! premieres Friday, March 22 at 9/8c 
The kid cooks learn that they'll be making the most fun cuisine, foods on sticks, for judges Sunny 
Anderson, Marcus Samuelsson and Dale Talde. Their skewered appetizers must include a fair classic 
and some stuffed pasta. Cake pops are a whimsical treat for the entree round. Finally, there's a 
super sweet collection of ingredients in the dessert basket. 

• Make Me A Judge: Part 1 premieres Friday, March 29 at 7/6c 
For the first time in Chopped history, kid competitors have a chance at becoming a Chopped judge! 
In the first competition, judged by Amanda Freitag, Alex Guarnaschelli and Marc Murphy, a burger 
theme shapes what the kids must cook. For the appetizer round, they have to use an unusual 
popsicle and a small egg delicacy. The entree round delivers straightforward burger meat, but with 
a sweet oniony condiment. Then, the remaining kid cooks must figure out how to make burger-
inspired desserts using a cured meat ingredient and fresh fruit. 

• Make Me A Judge: Part 2 premieres Friday, March 29 at 8/7c 
The excitement continues as four eager young chefs cook for the chance to become a judge in the 
finale event! Maneet Chauhan, Alex Guarnaschelli and Chris Santos sit on the judging panel for this 
competition, where the kids have to work with a different barbecue sauce in each round. In the 
appetizer basket, the kids must transform cookies and a slimy vegetable into delicious starters. A 
pork product must be paired with fresh greens in the entree course, then the finalists struggle to 
place cheese in their desserts. 

• Make Me A Judge: Part 3 premieres Friday, March 29 at 9/8c 
The third and final seat at the judges' table is up for grabs! Four precocious kids tackle the mystery 
baskets, with a baking theme in effect. The appetizer basket reveals a South American sausage and 
a cheesy baked treat. The young cooks are surprised to find their protein in whole-animal form in 
the entree round, then the finalists must transform a tart berry and colorful cookie dough into 
delicious desserts. Amanda Freitag, Alex Guarnaschelli and Scott Conant serve as judges. 

• Make Me A Judge: Finale premieres Friday, March 29 at 10/9c 
Three Chopped Junior Champions are taking a seat at the Chopping Block, as four regular Chopped 
judges -- Amanda Freitag, Alex Guarnaschelli, Marcus Samuelsson and Chris Santos -- compete for 
$25,000 for charity. 

 

DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Bubu and the Little Owls 
Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c 
TV-Y 
Bubu is a curious and energetic young owl who is always in a hurry to explore the world. Along with her brainy 
younger brother Biel, and cute baby sister Bonie, Bubu is determined to see the forest beyond her family’s 
branch in the highest sequoia tree of the High Branches neighborhood. By working together and making new 
friends, they’ll play, create, sing and find the answers to their questions about the beauty and wonder of 
nature. 

• The Colorful Slide/The Road of Footprints premieres Sunday, March 3 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Bubu, Biel and Bonie are playing on the leaf slides when it starts to rain. While the trio waits for the 
rain to stop, Bubu sees the opportunity for a new game: a puddle circuit. Later, Bubu, Biel and Bonie 
are playing tag in the forest when Bonie falls into a strange hole. The trio discovers that it is a trail of 
footprints and they make a bet to see who can discover which animal the footprints belong to. 

• Good Night, Forest!/The Tiny Giant premieres Sunday, March 10 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Bonie is restless, while Bubu and Biel try to get a good sleep for the night’s adventures. Later, the trio 
visits the beach to collect colorful shells. 

• Once Upon A Seed/Where Do You Live? premieres Sunday, March 17 at 8:30a/7:30c 



 

Biel builds a super fruit-eating machine made out of branches, vines and seeds. While the owls are 
playing, Mama Owl asks them to be careful with her orchids at the end of the branch. Biel 
unintentionally breaks one of Mama’s flowers and hides it from his sisters. Later, Bubu and Bonie are 
playing in Clover Field when they see a bunny and decide to follow it. 

• Forest Menu/Freezing! premieres Sunday, March 24 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Bubu, Biel and Bonie pick more fruits than they can eat, so they decide to share them with other 
animals in the forest. Later, it’s wintertime at Los Arboles and the little owl trio visit Big Rock. 

 

Transformers: Rescue Bots Academy 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9a/8c 
TV-Y 
School is in session in the world of TRANSFORMERS: RESCUE BOTS ACADEMY and instructors Heatwave the 
Fire-Bot, Chase the Police-Bot, Blades the Copter-Bot, and Boulder the Construction-Bot are ready to train a 
new batch of recruits. Just arriving on Earth from their home world of Cybertron, young Hot Shot, Hoist, Whirl 
the Flight-Bot, Wedge the Construction-Bot and Medix have the honor of being the first class in history to 
enroll in the Rescue Bots Academy, a highly advanced training facility located at a top-secret base. With 
encouragement from Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, and Gridlock, the new recruits learn the power of team 
building through exciting simulated and real-life rescue missions that highlight the importance of heroism, 
teamwork, and most importantly, friendship. 

• Go, Team, Go!/About A Rock premieres Saturday, March 2 at 9/8c 
Whirl tries to teach the Recruits cheerleading routines believing it will inspire them on their rescues. 
They're not interested until they realize she's taught them a valuable lesson in teamwork. Later, 
Heatwave brings back what he thinks is a sample from an asteroid, and blames the Recruits when it 
disappears. While searching for it to clear their names, the Recruits quickly discover that the "rock" is 
actually an alien -- and it's loose in the Headquarters! 

• Dog Stray Afternoon/Duck Luck premieres Saturday, March 9 at 9/8c 
When a cute dog follows the recruits back from a mission, the recruits decide to keep him as a pet, 
despite Academy rules to the contrary. Later, Hot Shot beats his bad luck with the help of Cody's good 
luck charm -- a rubber ducky. 

• Flight School/Battle of the Bots premieres Saturday, March 16 at 9/8c 
Hot Shot gets help with his flying technique from a surprising visitor. Later, when Wedge rashly 
challenges Hot Shot to a one-on-one challenge, he worries that he doesn’t have the skills to win. 

• Screen Time/Fright at the Museum premieres Saturday, March 23 at 9/8c 
When the Bots are given cellphones as part of Earth Studies they become distracted and inattentive 
which causes problems when they have to focus and rescue Wes from a mine. Later, when the team 
visits the local museum, they think Whirl's gone into police overdrive. 

 

Hanazuki: Full of Treasures 
Series Airs Saturdays at 1/12c 
TV-Y7 
Hanazuki, a spirited young moonflower, is at the center of this bold new galaxy where she embarks on an 
unpredictable hero's journey to save her moon from dark forces that threaten to destroy it. Through this 
adventure, she meets new friends, and discovers a world full of surprises and new feelings, ultimately learning 
that her ever-changing moods prove to be quite powerful.  

• Damage Control/Recovery premieres Saturday, March 9 at 1/12c 
While Hanazuki helps Kiyoshi resume being in charge as Moonflower of his own moon, Kiyoshi's 
rebellious unicorns give him a difficult time. Later, Hanazuki learns of an unexpected backstory 
between Kiyoshi and Kiazuki. 

• Rescued/Episode 26 premieres Saturday, March 16 at 1/12c 
Imperiled by exploding moon debris while on their way back to Hanazuki's moon, Hanazuki and Sleepy 
Unicorn are miraculously saved by a new Moonflower named Maroshi. Later, after getting pummeled 
by moon debris, Hanazuki's treasure trees are destroyed in mass. 

• Big Bad Sickness/Surprise, Surprise premieres Saturday, March 23 at 1/12c 
After finding Red Hemka on the Dark Side desperately weakened by Big Bad exposure, Hanazuki has no 
idea how to save him nor how bad the condition might get. Later, Hanazuki plans a surprise party for 
Kiazuki but Kiazuki's much more interested in the strange and mysterious sound that emanates from a 
mouth portal. 

 

SPECIALS/STUNTS 
 

My Little Pony: Equestria Girls: Spring Breakdown 
Network Premiere Saturday, March 30 at 11:30a/10:30c 



 

Rating Pending 
It’s Spring Break and the Mane 7 are about to board the most glorious yacht ever for a relaxing cruise. But 
Rainbow Dash is convinced that Equestrian Magic is on the loose and won’t let anyone rest until she finds it! 
This leads to disaster on the high seas, a trip to Ponyville, and the ultimate discovery that Equestrian Magic 
related to the Storm King has seeped into their world and is threatening everyone on board the yacht! 
 

My Little Pony: Mane Months (Twilight Sparkle) 
Marathon Begins Saturday, March 2 at 10a/9c 
Celebrate pony all month long in March as Discovery Family Channel highlights the best episodes of MY LITTLE 
PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC and EQUESTRIA GIRLS featuring Twilight Sparkle! Contact 
Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the complete schedule.  
 
 

# # # 
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